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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

We are pleased to offer a highly interactive workshop on the Iconic Bears using adult

learning practices. This workshop will use Innovative Resources’ ‘Bears Cards’ to provide

an exploration into the world of emotions, conversations and development. Learn how

emotional vocabularies are developed and applied to various settings from schools to

workplaces. Special focus will be on the vulnerable and disadvantaged in society:

families with challenges , children with special needs and the elderly.

Discussions and group work activities will empower participants to leave the workshop

with a ‘toolbox’ of applicable techniques for using the Bears (and additional resources)

to enhance their practice with children, adults and families.

Launching At the workshop: 

The Tactile Bears 

Early Bird

Ends 10th

March 2017

WHO SHOULD ATTEND:

This workshop is for anyone working with or has the desire to work

with children or families . Social workers ,Counsellors, Teachers,

Occupational Therapist, Mental health nurses, Psychotherapists and

other mental health professionals will benefit immensely from the

training. It is suitable for those who have an interest in supporting

children/adults in their emotional/psychological growth and

development.



‘There is something magical about The Bears that immediately brings about relaxation—and engagement with

the process—for people of all ages. The cards seem to take the focus off the individual and onto ‘the bears’,

freeing people up to express their feelings, thoughts and ideas openly and honestly—nobody is judging the

bears they choose! Reflection, awareness, acknowledgement, deep thinking, listening, respect,

understanding, honesty—all of these qualities can emerge as a result. These are vital skills for a life of

happiness, wellbeing and satisfaction. I am often thanked for my help, but it’s all down to The Bears, not me!!’

– Patrice Thomas, Mindful Connections

Areas Explored:

 Develop emotional vocabularies and promoting emotional intelligence;

 Exploring the use of the Bears as a tool for ‘Family Sculpting’ within
family service provision;

 Using the Bears for Scaling to represent change;

 Using the Bears and additional resources for exploring ‘exceptions’ to
the dominant story;

 Use of the Bears within a suite of tools for exploring strengths while
working towards goals;

 The Bears as a story-telling tool;

 Using the Bears as an evaluation tool;

 How to use the Bears to hear ‘the inner voice of the child’.

Beloved by teachers, counsellors, parents and human service workers of every

discipline ,The Bears is a simple yet powerful resource for identifying, talking about and

reflecting on feelings. Originally conceived as a ‘family sculpting’ tool, it has proved

to be a versatile card sets that has many, many applications.

The Bears is able to speak directly to our feelings and emotions at a very deep level.

With the absence of words, they cross language, literacy, cultural, racial, age and

gender boundaries. They have been used with great success by three-year-olds to 93-

year-olds. The Bears have been used in preschools, in adult male prisons, with patients

suffering dementia, in schools and universities, in management and service

evaluation, by nurses and more.



PRINCIPAL TRAINER

Andrew Shirres has a Bachelor’s Degree and a Post Graduate

Diploma in Fine Arts, a Bachelor of Social Work and a

Diploma of Management. He is a highly experienced

facilitator of ‘strengths-based practice’, delivering workshops

across many community and social service sectors

throughout Australia.

Andrew’s commitment and dedication to reflective practice

have earned him great respect while working extensively in

both service delivery and management with St Luke’s for

more than 10 years. He is a facilitator of specialist ‘strengths

approach’ learning and tools development for individuals,

teams and organisations. Since 2013 Andrew has consulted

at all levels with more than 40 different services across

Australia to develop training packages and organisational

culture building activities. Andrew is the Practice

Development Coach at St Luke’s Innovative Resources.

Training Date & Time Price

The Bear Cards workshop

Launching the Tactile version 
of the Bears. 

Limited to 3 Bear Cards for 
Purchase per person

12th April 2017
(9:00am - 5:00pm )

PACKAGE 1: 
Normal Price: $460

Early Bird Price: $360 only!
*Includes Bear Card Kit & Bear 

Sticker 

PACKAGE 2: 
Normal Price: $390

Early Bird Price: $310 only!
*Excludes Bear Card Kit & Bear 

Sticker 

Venue:  To be confirmed

We are committed to keeping class sizes small to facilitate interaction, so please register early.

Trainings will be highly experiential and interactive. 
Workshop can be considered for VCF funding as a non pre-approved course.

Early Bird 
Ends 10th

Mar 2017 


